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:j_dirlist 
 
List Directory To Array Global Variable 
 
Description: 

This utility lists the contents of a given directory on the computer file system to a global 
variable. The contents may be filtered by file type. The list of files/subdirectories in the 
given directory are stored in the string global 1 dimensional array variable smn_array. 
The total number of items on the list is stored in the integer global variable imn_array. 

 
 
Level: 
 2s 
 
Syntax: 
 :j_dirlist;type;directory 
 
 
Global Variables: 
 smn_transfer, smn_project, smn_array, imn_array, smn_dirlist 
 
  smn_transfer  This variable is used to force the results to upper case in the 

case of ARRIS menu definition files. 
 
  smn_project(2) The current Project directory information. This command 

uses the current project path stored in array 2. 
 
  smn_array(n) The string array where the list of files in the directory is 

stored. The list is in array slots 1-n. 
 
  imn_array  The integer variable which contains the total number of array 

slots used in smn_array. This is the total number of files on 
the directory list. 

 
  smn_dirlist  A string array variable used by the program to store data. 
 
 
Arguments: 
 
 Type (String) 
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The type of file to be listed. ARRIS will prompt for the type of file(s) contained 
in the directory to be listed. This allows you to filter the list to particular file types. 
The choices are as follows: 
 
all  List all files in the given directory. 
db  List only ARRIS databases (*.db) in the given directory. 
dr  List only ARRIS drawing files (*.dr) in the given directory. 
ly  List only ARRIS layer files (*.ly) in the given directory 
cm  List only ARRIS colormap files (*.cm) in the given directory. 
tx  List only ARRIS text files (*.tx) in the given directory. 
txt  List only text files (*.txt) in the given directory. 
ri List only ARRIS Repeated Item Libraries (*.ri) in the given 

directory. 
ri_ List only loose ARRIS Repeated Item Files (*.ri_) in the given 

directory. 
pl  List only ARRIS plot files (*.pl) in the given directory. 
ff List only ARRIS Sigmac source code files (*.ff) in the given 

directory. 
gg  List only ARRIS Sigmac binary files (*.gg) in the given directory. 
sc  List only ARRIS Screen Save files (*.sc) in the given directory. 
sht  List only ARRIS sheet files (*.sht) in the given directory. 
dir  List only directories (*.dir) in the given directory. 
prj  List only ARRIS catalog directories in the given directory. 
pj  List only ARRIS Project directories in the given directory. 

 
  An <Enter> key only input defaults to "all". 
 
 
 Directory (string) 
 

The directory to be listed. ARRIS will prompt for the Directory To List. The 
default input is the current Project directory. If the BROWSE option is selected, 
ARRIS will allow you to browse your computer file system for the desired 
directory. The input directory must exist. 

 
 
Example: 
 

:j_dirlist;='all';='C:/standard' 
   

In this example the global array variable smn_array will contain a list of all files 
and sub-directories which are located in the "C:\standard" directory. The global 
variable imn_array will contain the total number of items on the list. 
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 :j_dirlist;='db'='C:\arris_users\my_user' 
 

In this example the global array variable smn_array will contain a list of all 
databases which are located in the "C:\arris_users\my_user" directory. The 
global variable imn_array will contain the total number of items on the list. 

 
 
Notes: 
  

1. This utility is primarily used to obtain a list of files (or directories) of a particular type. It is 
generally called by a program which works with the given file type. 
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